Children is a gift from The Creator for human being that can’t be valued by money. The children is potential generation. They are valuable asset for the nation, because the children shall be the next leader of the nation. Many of people want to be a parents, but there are people than can’t have a child, so that they adopt children and make them like they own child. The regulation concerned with the interests of children, especially foster children have made. However, the problem of this children in to a question whether existing regulations do not apply to effectively or they need of improvement. The existence of the adoptive son alone there were still seen by part of the public. This may be because people not understand the problem itself. Based on this is that there must be study and research has tried to dig the problem of child to getting alternative solutions. Hence, research legal remedy the cancellation of the determination of the removal of children on the base of the best interests of the protection for children and a requirement the meeting will discuss removal of the rising child in the aftermath of the determination of removal of a child to be important.
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